No positions are currently available in the laboratory. Please check back soon!

RECENTLY CONDUCTED SEARCHES

June 2020: We're searching for a research associate interested in understanding the cognitive, computational, and neural mechanisms underlying social valuation and decision making in control and clinical populations. Directed by Andrew Kayser M.D. Ph.D. in conjunction with Jennifer Mitchell Ph.D., and Ming Hsu Ph.D., this project will combine and extend behavioral, computational, and functional imaging approaches in order to develop a framework for analyzing social function in both control subjects and subjects with alcohol use disorders. The ideal candidate will have a bachelor's degree in a field relevant to neuroscience or psychology. Strong analytical skills and a record of previous research are welcomed. Facility with a programming language is very helpful but not required. The successful candidate will have access to a friendly and collaborative environment, as well as to extensive facilities at U.C. San Francisco and U.C. Berkeley. Responsibilities will primarily involve assisting in the design, conduct, and analysis of behavioral and neuroimaging studies. See also Dr. Hsu's webpage at neuroecon.berkeley.edu

Please send inquiries by email to Andrew.Kayser (at) ucsf.edu. Informal inquiries are welcome.
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